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Since the declare martial law ended in Taiwan on 14 July 1978, the form of 
government and social morals are facing a great change, With the Western 
post-modernism and the post-colonial theories came in abreast, Taiwan's cultural field 
is also continuously revised, reconstructed. Taiwan's post-modernism and 
post-colonialism theories are similar because the timing of introduction, showing each 
other hybrid phenomenon. 
The modernity and Taiwan Feminine Literature are very connected. To pursue 
and resist promote develop of Taiwan Feminine Literature. This paper discusses in 
Taiwan Contemporary Female Novels, that topic deconstruct national narrative and 
reflect consumer culture of Taiwan defect, except contend Male Chauvinism. Under 
the Postmodernism Context, what profound impact on Feminine Literature in Taiwan? 
In the political writing portion of Feminine writing, the author discusses how to flow, 
refine the écriture féminine, Deconstruction of men-dominated Grand Narrative, and 
the female body for the capital, and men political, power struggle; While in Passion 
writing part, the author discusses how women get through the emotional body, desire 
of liberation, a woman writer to write, writing the body, but also get back to its link 
with the body; Lastly, in life writing part, the author explores the emotional lives, 
national narrative and historical memory and how these things tangle and intertwine. 
Lifted martial law of the Taiwanese Feminine writers to explore the depth of life 
to writing different from men's negative tactics, Deconstruction of the Grand 
Narrative, according to the traditional Male Chauvinism are ignored, forgotten, to 
enable women to re-take care of themselves, and complete the subject Identity of 
construction. 
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